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 BIBLIOGRAPHY 1920-1921: ANCIENT EGYPT
 BY F. LL. GRIFFITH, M.A.
 AFTER contemplating the scientific harvest of the past twelve months (with some gleanings from previous
 years) one must recognise that the spirit of Egyptology remains strong, though material circumstances
 press hard on scientific research ai)d record.
 At home, our Society has received an accession of power and responsibility in the shape of a library,
 given by Sir Herbert THOMPSON ; studious members will not forget the opportunities thus placed at their
 disposal, Journal VII 108. In Italy, a Committee for promoting Italian Studies in Papyrology and Egypto-
 logy, centred in Milan, has set itself a large programme to include the review called Aegyptus, a series of
 scientific studies appended thereto, and a popular series of manuals and edited texts in the various languages
 of Egypt, as well as the organisation of lectures and subsidising of excavations. In America, Professor
 BREASTED has obtained an increased budget for the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago and is
 preparing new enterprises; meanwhile he has printed a report of his visit to Europe, Egypt and Mesopo-
 tamia to study excavated sites, make reconnaissances and purchase antiquities; of his purchases he figures
 a wonderful series of twenty-six limestone statuettes representing the owner of a tomb with his servants
 etc., belonging to the end of the Old Kingdom. The University of Chicago Expedition to the Near East
 1919-1920 in The University Record vii 6.
 The energetic keeper of the Museum at Alexandria in the annual Rapport sur la Marche du Service du
 Musee pezdant 1'exercice 1918-1919 publishes the scheme for more ample and suitable buildings, the present
 Museum being greatly overcrowded, and emphasises the need of larger funds for excavation, etc.
 A little volume in the Alte Orient by the director of the Egyptian Museum at Berlin is devoted to a
 review of the history of the Museum, the plan for the new building and a consideration of the purpose of
 the collection for study and for popular instruction. SCHAFER, Sinn und Aufgaben des Berliner Agyptischen
 AMuseums. The authorities have also issued a guide (without illustrations) to their great and varied collec-
 tion of papyri, with brief sketches of the history, religion, etc., Das alte Agypten und seine Papyrus.
 Mondini reviews BUDGE By Nile and Tigris in Aegyptus I 391.
 In or about 1912 a canard was started in American newspapers to the effect that Dr Reisner had
 descended from the head of the Great Sphinx into the interior and discovered a "golden city" (with
 vairiants) worthy of the Arabian Nights. The report was copied by the English papers and created con-
 siderable sensation at the time and much anllnoyance to the unfortunate victim. It is amusing now to find
 an echo of it appearing in a Gerlman scientific periodical amongst the news after the war in 1920, Oriental-
 istische Literaturzeitung xxiii 230.
 Mr Seymour WALKER, who has given some excellent photographs of the Siwa Oasis in An Outline of
 modern exploration in the Oasis of Siwa (Geographical Journal LVII 29), has produced the first attempt at a
 grammar, on somewhat unprofessional lines, of the Berber dialect of this strange people, The Siwi Language
 (short grammar, brief account of customs, description of the Oasis). Reviewed by Sir H. H. JOHNSTON
 Geographical Journal LVII 465.
 G. W. MURRAY argues from structure and vocabulary that Nubian, Bari and Masai form a Niloto-
 Hamitic group having a common ancestry, and that the " Niloto-Sudanic " group represented by Shilluk
 was probably also allied to them, The Nilotic Languages (Journal R. Anthrop. Soc. L 327), cf. THOMAS'
 criticism in Man xxi no. 69. MURRAY has compared Nubian with Bari in Sudan Notes and Records III 260.
 H. A. MACMICHAEL tabulates vocabularies of eight tribes in Darfufr, including the Birged who, living
 in central Darfur, speak a dialect of Nubian, Darfur? Linguistics (Sudan Notes and Records III 197); the
 Nubian dialect of Jebel Midob in the extreme N.E. had been already noted by him in Journal R. Anthrop.
 Inst. XLII 335.
 HESS prints a long list of words from a native of "Jebel Kundugr" and a short list from Jebel Kargo
 (taken from Lepsius' papers) additional to the few words published in LEPSIUS' iubische Grammatik.
 Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der KordofCn-NuZbischen Sprache (Zeitschr. f. Eingeborenen Sprachen x 63). MEINHOF'S
 Eine Studienfahrt nach Kordofan is reviewed by S. H., Sudan. Notes and Records III 286.
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 EXCAVATIONS AND EXPLORATIONS.
 Dr BRECCIA has contributed to Aegyptus (I 350-359) a very complete account of the explorations in Egypt
 and. the Sudan, extending from Meroe to the coast, by various agencies during the season 1919-1920.
 MEROE. Dr Reisner's Harvard-Boston excavations in the pyramid field have shown that the private
 tombs on the southern hill date from the Ethiopian period, beginning as early as Pankhy. BRECCIA p. 351,
 cf. REISNER in Sudan Notes Iv 74.
 NAPATA. Dr Reisner concludes his description of the results reached in 1916 in excavating the temples
 of Barkal, terminating with a brief summary of the history of the site as disclosed by the further work of
 1918-1919, its beginning being in Dyn. XVIII and its apogee reached in the early Ethiopian period, The Barkal
 Temples in 1916 (Journal VI 247). During the two seasons 1919-1920, in finally clearing the Great Temple,
 he discovered six stelae, the most important being a granite monument with fifty lines of inscription dated
 in the 47th year of Tuthmosis III, in which the king impresses his might upon the people of Napata and
 gives us new details of somof f the great events of hisi reign : the other stelae are of Sethos I, Pankhy,
 Pankhy-Khariut a son of Asperta, Sakhmakh queen of Nastosen, and a Meroitic stela of Tinyizmeni: a
 number of interesting statues and other sculptures are also enueraed includteresting tone of Hepzefa of Siut
 the governor of the south under Sesostris I, which had probably been removed from elsewhere by the
 Ethiopians to adorn their capital. REISNER Historical inscriptions from Gebel Barkal (Sudan Niotes and
 Records IV 59), cf. BRECCIA p. 350.
 The samee brilliant explore gives an illustrated account of the excavations at El Kur'uw in 1917-1919-
 the discovery of the mastabas and pyramids of the kings of Dyn. XXV from Kashta to Shabaka, of Taiu-
 taman and of one much later king, as well as tumuli of the ancestors of Kashta which contained flint
 arrowheads and "minutes," beads of gold, garnet and carnelian, and many valuable and interesting objects
 which are shown in the illustrations; also burials of horses: REISNER The Royal Family of Ethiopia
 (Boston Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin XIX 21).
 FARAS. Quartz palaeolith, and Protodynastic cemetery, published as the first instalment of the account
 of three years' excavation (1910-1913). GRIFFITH Oxford Excavations in Nubia (Liverpool Annals of A rchaeo-
 logy and Anthropology vIII 1). The full records of all the finds are to be preserved in the Ashmolean
 Museum.
 KUBANIEH. A memoir, only less richly illustrated than its predecessors, on a very interesting cemetery
 with characteristic C-group graves gradually merging into Egyptian Middle Kingdom. In a long and impor-
 tant argument Prof. Junker denies the presence of Egyptians south of the region of the Second Cataract
 before the New Empire, but admits that he was not able to obtain all the published accounts of Prof. Reisner's
 exploration at Kerma, which would perhaps have led him to a different conclusion. JUNKER Bericht iiber
 die Grabungen auf den Friedhofen von El-Kubanieh-Nord, Winter 1910-1911 (DenX-schriften of the Vienna
 Academy 64 Bd. 1920). For the craniology see below p. 212.
 EL-KAB. A very interesting paper by Mr Somers CLARKE pointing out that the early town was circular
 enclosed by double walls of crude brick, and that a later rearrangement, after the river had encroached
 from the west, shows temple enclosures and a rectangular city wall of brick. This wall included the eastern
 half of the old town and a great space beyond it which appears never to have been occupied by building.
 The construction of the wall and of its gates, ramps and staircases to the top are described, and in addition
 a river groyne of stone probably of the same age as the reconstruction of the town. El Kdb and the Great
 Wall in Journal VII 54.
 GEBELEN. Prof. -SCHIAPARELLI, who excavated here before the war, is continuing his researches in a
 necropolis of the time of the first three dynasties, BREccIA p. 354.
 THEBES, West Bank. At Kurnet Mar'ai the French Institute has disinterred two tombs, one with
 chapel showing the cartouche of king Ay of Dyn. XVIII. BRECCIA p. 353.
 M. DARESSY translates from the Spanish a contemporary account of the important discovery, made in
 1886, of the intact tomb of Sennezem (no. 1 of Gardiner's Catalogue) at Deir el-Medinah. Toda, La decou-
 verte et l'inventaire du Tombeau de Sen-nezem (Ann. du Service xx 145). The upper range of tombs at Deir
 el-Medinah has now been almost entirely cleared by the French Institute, and two decorated ones have
 been found, BRECCIA p. 354.
 In the Asaslf, the valley leading to Deir el-Bahri, the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum in
 1918-1919 revealed a deposit of forty coffins of the Middle Kingdom, which had apparently been formed by
 the workmen of Hatshepsut; the tomb of Pbes (Dyn. XXVI) has been cleared, in good preservation,
 26-2
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 revealing its plan and fine sculpture. LANSING in The Egyptian Expedition 1916-1919 (Part II of Bulletin
 of Metr. Ilus. July 1920).
 DENDERAH. The Service des Antiquites under Baraize has laid bare (1) a small Birth Temple (partly
 destroyed in the later reconstruction of the site) in which Nectanebo II is represented as the child of
 Hathor and Ammon, and (2) the sacred lake or tank of the temple, lined with stone. LACAU Les travaux
 du Service des Antiquites de l'Egypte en 1919-1920 (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. 1920, 359), cf. BRECCIA
 p. 357. The temple is now protected by iron grilles and wire net, and a cast of the zodiac completes the
 roof of the pronaos whence the original was taken to Paris in 1823. BARAIZE Rapport sutr la mise en place
 d'un moulage du zodiaque de Denderah (Ann. du Service xx 1).
 BALABISH (on east bank, nearly opposite Abydos), instructive memoir on an important " Pan-grave"
 cenmetery of Nubians settled in Egypt before the New Kingdom, and a cemetery of Dyn. XVIII. WAIN-
 WRIGHT, Balabish, reviewed in Ancient Egypt 1921, 49.
 TELL EL-'AMARN.. The results of Professor Peet's exploration of 1921 including the site of a village free
 of the white ant pest have been indicated in Notes and NVews, Journal vii 107 and in the Annual Report of
 the Society, and PEET, Excavations at Tell el-Amarna (Man XXI, no. 84).
 DERWAH (necropolis of Eshmfnen). Discovery by Lefebvre of the tomb of the High Priest Petusiri,
 sculptured under Greek influence, and of his coffin inlaid with glass hieroglyphs, cf. below pp. 205, 214;
 also of a tomb of ibis mummies, but apparently not of the divine Ibis which should still be looked for and
 may yield historical data. LACAU Les travaux du Service des Angtiquite's (as above) p. 362 ; BRECCIA p. 355.
 EL-BERSHEH. Important find of model boats, groups of workers, etc., with finely painted and inscribed
 coffins in the tomb of a nomarch which had been to a great extent preserved from plundering by
 a fall of rock. DUNHAM The Tomb of Dehuti-Nekht and His WTfife (Boston Mluseum of Fine Arts Bulletin
 xix 43).
 HERACLEOPOLIS MAGNA to LAHON. For the rich finds in the cemeteries see Ancient Egypt 1921, 23.
 LISEIT. Account of continued exploration (1916-1918) of the pyramid of Sesostris I, discoveries of graves
 with furniture, and of a sledge, carefully buried, which had been used for hauling furniture or statue to a
 tomb. LANSING in The Egyptian Expedition 1916-1919, 1 (Part II of Bulletin of Metr. MJus. July 1920).
 ALEXANDRIA. Prof. BRECCIA has discovered two more painted tombs at Anffshi (Pharos), probably of
 the beginning of the Roman period. Aegyptus I 358.
 ISTHMUS OF SUEZ. CLEDAT continues his valuable Notes sur l'isthme de Suez, describing the ancient
 canal of Zaru, Roman roads and extensions of irrigation to Serbonis. He considers that the flourishing con-
 dition of the N.E. frontier began with the Roman works and ended with the Arab conquest. Bull. Inst. Fr.
 xvII 103.
 PUBLICATION OF TEXTS.
 (a) From sites in Egypt, etc.
 PHILAE. A melancholy interest attaches to the publication by the late W. MAX MULLER of Philadelphia
 of The Bilingual Decrees of Philae, forming the third volume of his Egyptological Researches. The decrees
 were promulgated by Ptolemry V Epiphanes in renewal of the Memphite or Rosetta decree; the so-called
 " second " is of year 19, after the overthrow of the rebel power of Ankhmakhis in Upper Egypt, the " first "
 is of year 21, extending the honours to the queen. Almost from the beginning of his career the author had
 kept in view these valuable records, imperfectly published by Lepsius, but never had the opportunity of
 examining the originals until 1910 when his eyesight had lost its keenness. This publication shows a very
 great advance on Lepsius' text, both in the hieroglyphic and the demotic versions which are carefully
 reproduced in facsimile outline on a large scale (7/10 of original). But a masterly transcript and restoration
 in the Urkuznden made by Sethe with the help of squeezes and fine photographs and published in 1916,
 shows a much more complete recovery of the injured portions of the texts ; Sethe however gives no copy
 of the demotic, but only a transcription into European characters.
 HIERACONPOLIS. Photographs of the best-preserved scenes in a rock-cut tomb of Dyn. VI. KEES Studien
 zur Aegyptischen Provinzialkunst P1. I, II.
 WADI MiYAH. Complete description of the temple of Sethos I in tne desert east of Edfu (hitherto
 known as Redestyah or Wadi AbbAd), with corrections of the published texts and twenty plates, from
 photographs and notes of COUYAT made in 1910. GAUTHIER Le Temple de l'Ouddi Miyah (El Knais) in
 Bull. Inst. Fr. xvii 1.
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 EL HELLAH (opposite Esnah). Lintel of the tomb of the chief of stables of Ramesses III, found thirty-
 five years ago, identified, clearing away a number of errors. DARESSY Bas-relief d'un e'cuyer de Ramses III
 (Ann. du Service xx 3).
 THEBES, West Bank. Full publication of Tomb no. 60 at Shekh 'Abd el-Kurnah (no. 60) a magnificent
 monument, the only well-preserved tomb of Dyn. XII in the Theban necropolis, with very instructive
 scenes. DAVIES and GARDINER The Tomb of Antefoker, Vizie,- of Sesostris I: reviewed with new interpreta-
 tion of many texts by Battiscombe GUNN in Journal vI 298.
 A very lengthy review of the same authors' Tomb of Amenemkht by MORET in Revue Iiqyptologique
 N.S. I 267.
 MEDAMOD. Late sarcophagus of limestone. DARESSY Un Sarcophage de Medamoud (Ann. du Service
 xx 175).
 KASR ES-SAIYAD. Photograph of scene in a tomb of Dyn. VI. KEES op. cit., Beitafel 1.
 ABYDOS. Slabs from a temple built or completed by Sethos I for his father, of fine design and work-
 manship, with ritual scenes, edited by WINLOCK Bas-reliefs from the temple of Ramses I at Abydos (Metro-
 politan Museum Papers vol. I part 1), with valuable commentary. The symbol of Osiris at Abydos was
 not a reliquary of the head of Osiris but represented the entire god; this and the Busiris symbol (the dad)
 were the primitive fetishes of the towns.
 L'inscription d'Ouni has been edited for the Bibliotheque d'Etude of the French Institute by TRESSON.
 HEMAMIEH. Photographs of scenes in the remarkable rock-cut corridor-tombs of Dyn. IV-V, KEES
 op. cit., Pls. III-VI.
 DERWAH (necropolis of Eshmfnan, nearly opposite El-'Amarna). A wonderful funerary monument
 consisting of a small temple with naos and pronaos over a burial pit in which was interred Petusiri, high
 priest of Thoth. Petusiri evidently lived through the dreadful ten years of the second Persian rule, and
 according to his inscriptions did much to restore the country after Alexander's conquest. The magnificent
 monument which he erected for himself and his father is covered with hieroglyphic inscriptions and
 sculptures in a style which successfully combines Greek and Egyptian characters, dating from the early
 days of Ptolemaic rule. LEFEBVRE Le tombeau de Petosiris (Ann. du Service xx 41). Funerary and other
 texts including one of 137 lines, and proof that the coffin-lid in the museum of Turin with inlaid hiero-
 glyphs is of the brother of Petusiri and probably from the same tomb, but thrown out in Roman times.
 ID. Textes du tombeau de Petosiris (Ann. du Service xx 207). (See pp. 204, 214.)
 MEMPHIS (Mit-Rahineh). Black granite statue of Ramesses II, apparently sculptured for Thebes;
 limestone block of the same; alabaster block naming prince Rameses-Usipeht, son of Ramesses II?; blocks
 of king Sheshonk (II) and prince Takellothis before a lion-goddess; quartzite jamb of Amasis II, the
 cartouche defaced. DARESSY Fragments memphites (Ann. du Service xx 167).
 TELL EL-YAHODIEH (Shobak). Ramesside group of Piaai, governor of the southern countries and "fan-
 bearer," with his wife Twosri. DARESS groue e SSstatues de Tell el. Yahoudieh (Ann. du Service xx 161),
 pointing out an indication that the "fan-bearer" should arather be translated "standard-bearer."
 BUBASTIS. Two stelae of late period in the Cairo Museum. DARESSY Deux steles de Bubastis (GAnn. du
 Service xx 122).
 SAFT el-HENNEH. Group of man, wife and daughter, probably of the tine of Arnenophis III usurped in
 Dyn. XXII by a general and prophet of Sopd with the associate goddess Khensyt. DARESSY Un groupe de
 Saft el Ilenneh (Ann. dua Service xx 123).
 LOWER EGYPT. Five stelae of gifts of land to temples from Ramesses I to Psammetichus I, now in
 various collections. SPIEGELBERG Neue Schenkungsstelen iiber Landstiftungen an Tempel (Zeitschr. f. ag.
 Spr. LVI 55).
 (b) From Museums, etc.
 GRENOBLE. A second article completing the publication of the collection-stelae, coffins and ushabtis,
 with a photograph of the lower fragment of the famous stela of Ktban. MORET onumnents Egyptiens de
 la collection du Comte de Saint-Ferriol (Revue .Ag,yptologique N.S. I 259).
 COPENHAGEN. Complete publication of the tomb-chapel of Ka-em-remt (Saqqarah D. 2) with interesting
 scenes of Dyn. V. MOGENSEN Le Mastaba gqyptien de la Glyptotheique .Ny-Carlsberg.
 STOCKHOLM. Autographed copies and descriptions of thirty-six Middle Kingdom and later stelae,
 etc., with indexes and one photographic plate. MOGENSEN Steles lgyptiennes au Musee iVationale de
 Stockholm.
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 (c) Hieratic and Demotic.
 A vast collection of 1059 graffiti, chiefly in hieratic but including figures of men and animals and other
 designs collected from the steep rocks of the Theban necropolis in the winter of 1895-1896, reproduced
 apparerltly full size and edited with ample indices. The graffiti are principally of officials and workmen of
 the necropolis in the New Kingdom: names of females are entirely absent, perhaps for superstitious
 reasons. SPIEGELBERG Agyptische znd andere Graffiti aus der thebanischen Nekropolis.
 Professor PEET has published two importaht papyri in the Liverpool Free Public Museum in a volurne
 entitled The Mayer Papyri A and B; of A a fine hand-facsimile is given covering thirteen large folio
 plates, of B a photograph, with transcriptions and translations. The former, closely connected with the
 Abbott papyrus, is dated in year 19 (of Ramesses IX) and contains notes of evidence, etc., taken in the
 trials of robbers of the ecropolis and the royal tobs, and of otheece rs who robbed the royal treasury of
 Ramesses III. The second is a fragment only, of about the same period, of evidence in the trial of the
 thieves who plundered the tomb of Ramesses VI. Their editor is to be congratulated on accomplishing a
 much needed but difficult piece of work in a very thorough manner.
 MOLLER has added to his brilliant decipherrments that of a legal document inBerlin of Dyn. XXII, a
 sacerdotal promissory note with interest at 100 /O for a year, the earliest known of its kind, and adds
 interesting remarks on Libyan and Numidian proper names. Fin agyptischer Schuldsedin der zweiundzwan-
 ziqster Dynastie (Sitzungsb. Berlin Academy 1921, 298).
 SETHE has combined with PARTSCH the jurist to edit a number of documents illustrating Egyptian
 legal practice in regard to sureties, a branch of Egyptian law hitherto scarcely recognized. The earliest
 dates from the ein of Darius, the rest belong to the Ptolemaic age. In the philological section of over
 500 pages SETHE transcribes and translates about twenty documents or extracts of such with elaborate
 commentary and hand-facsimiles. Some of these are now published for the first time, others re-published,
 several in the Cairo collection with new fittings of fragments, and in every case an advance in interpreta-
 tion. PARTSCH is responsible for the Juristic section of 250 pages, in which Sethe's material along with
 other documents is examined in detail from the point of view of the historian of legal institutions. In
 becoming surety it appears that an Egyptian laid his hand inside that of the creditor and at the same
 time pronounced the conditions of his suretyship. The surety might pledge his property or apparently his
 personal service. Scientifically arranged indexes complete a work of great importance. Demotische Urkanden
 zum dgyptischen Burgschaftsrechte vorzuiglich der Ptolenderzeit (Abhandlungen d. Sdchsischer Akad. Bd.
 xxxii).
 Professor JUNKER appears for the first time as a demotist (an accomplished one as might be expected)
 in editing Papyrus Lonsdorfer I (Sitzungsb. of Vienna Academy 1921 no. 2). The text is a marriage
 "contract," better termed a marriage settlement, as Prof. Junker points out, dated in year 15 of Nec-
 tanebos I, 363 B.c. This helps to fill the serious gap in demotic documents which exists between the reign
 of Darius I and the conquest by Alexander.
 Facsimile of an early Ptolemaic papyrus from Ghoran with a rare date in the epagomenal days for
 which several parallels exist in documents back to the Hyksos period; a specially interesting point is the
 mention in this date of the feast of lamps which seems to have continued throughout the five epagomenal
 days. SOTTAS Comptes Rendus of the Academy 1920, 223.
 SOTTAS Remarques sur le " Poemnze Satirique " (Revue tLgyptologique N.S. I 129) publishes a number of
 notes on this curious and difficult demotic text, describing a wandering harper, with a tentative translation,
 the first serious study of it for over 35 years; see also addenda ib. p. 267.
 SPIEGELBERG Ein Bruchstuck des Bestattungsrituals der Apisstiere (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI 1) transcribes
 and translates a text in mixed demotic and hieratic of Ptolemaic age uipon a Vienna papyrus published by
 Bergmann, recognising in it the detailed ritual for buirial of the Apis bull. Unfortunately beginning and
 end are both lost. It contains references to two earlier Apis burials in the reigns of Apries and Amasis.
 In his Koptische Etymologien (below pp. 209-10) SPIEGELBERG publishes (without transcribing or
 translating) a photograph of a curious demotic text at Heidelberg having interesting metrological data.
 HISTORY.
 WINLOCK On Queen Tetisheri, grandmother of Ahmose I (Ancient Egypt 1921, 14) publishes a fragment
 in the Petrie collection proving that the queen lived on into the reign of Ahmose. Though of modest birth
 she became the matriarchal "ancestress of a line of women famous in Egyptian history-Ahhotp, Ahmose
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 Nefretari, Ahhotp II, Ahmose and finally Hatshepsut with whose ambitions the female line of the royal
 family reached its climax and suffered its eclipse."
 Queen Iatshepsut is the heroine of a historical drama by Terence GRAY The Life of the King of the
 South and North Kacmari'a Daughter of the Sun JHatshepsut, a Pageant of Court Life. The author en-
 deavours throughout to use the monumental evidence both in language and in archaeological setting.
 Reviewed by DAWSON Journal VII 111.
 DARESSY La princesse Amen-merit (Ann. du Service xx 143) shows that this lady, tutored by Benermert
 in a group from the favissa of Karnak, was daughter of Tuthmosis III, not of Ramesses II.
 MOLLER justifies the youthfulness attributed to Akhenaton by Elliot SMITH by the interesting analogy
 of the Moslem boy-heretic El-Hakimn, and discusses the meaning of the name Akhenaton. Echnaton
 (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI, 100).
 DARESSY Le scarabe'e du coeur de la grande pretresse Ast-mn-kheb (Ann. du Service xx 17) has discovered
 a record of this scarab in the plates of Zoega's work on the obelisks; in Zoega's time it was in the Borgian
 museum.
 CAVAIGNAC La milice Egyptienne au vi siecle et l'empire Achemenide (Revue Egyptologique N.S. I 192)
 discusses the military and taxation system, the holding of a third of the cultivable land by the soldiery
 and its probable exemption from taxes under the Persians as well as in the Saite period, recommending the
 subject as one for Egyptologists to study.
 CLOCHE La Grece et l'2gypte de 404 a 342/1 avant J.-C., (Revue Egyptologique N.S. I 210, II 82) studies
 the chronology and history of the Egyptian dynasties that maintained themselves against the Persians, writing
 from the point of view not of an Egyptologist but of a student of the political relations of Greece with
 Persia and the Levant.
 SPIEGELBERG T. Sextius Africanus als Stifter eines Obelisken (Zeitschr. f. iig. Spr. LVI 102) on a fragment
 of a Roman obelisk in the Borgian collection at Velletri (Veii), published by Zoega, but neglected of late.
 MOLLER seems to have found the true explanation of Herodotus' displacement of the pyramid builders
 in his Egyptian history. Mykerinus (Hdt. II 129) in name and history combines the features of two kings
 whom Herodotus confused together-Menkheres (Menkeurer) of Dyn. IV, and Bochorinis (Bocchoris,
 Bekerrinf) of Dyn. XXIV, about 750 B.C. Zu Herodot's dgyptischen Oeschichten (Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr. LVI 76).
 PETRIE The Transmission of History (Ancient Egypt 1921, 44). A tabulation of the Ptolemaic reigns
 from the later annalists showing the corruptions introduced after only a few centuries, with reflections
 suggested thereby as to the credibility of Manetho's original work when untouched by compilers.
 GEOGRAPHY.
 The Egyptian nomenclature of the Oases bristles with difficulties. The word for "oasis," hitherto read
 wt, is whdt, Coptic wahe, Arabic wak. Dwellers in the oases were known as Sekhtiu-gs ?, i.e. " Field-people of
 the side ?" though this name.was misinterpreted at an early date by the Egyptians themselves. The seven
 oases named at Edfu were (1)...= ?, (2) [Kenemt ?] = Great Oasis, Dakhile?, (3) "The Land of the Cow"
 (Ta-ehe)=FarAfra ?, (4) "Field of the yam-tree" = 'Ain el-Wdit ?, (5) Desdes _ Bahrlye, (6) Sherp. or "Field
 of Salt "=WAdi Natrfn, (7) T...=Siwa?. SETHE Die igyptischen Bezeichnungen fur die Oasen und ihre
 Bewohner (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI 44).
 A second fascicule completing the first volume of MASPERO and WIET Mate'riaux pour servir a la
 geographie de l'gypte derived from sources of the Byzantine and Muhammedan periods, has been
 published in the Memoires of the French Institute in Cairo.
 FOREIGN RELATIONS.
 Professor BREASTED has published a number of lectures recently delivered in various centres in
 America: The New Past (The University Record, Chicago, vI 237) describes the opening of a new vista of
 Ancient History during the last century, beyond Greece and Rome which till then bounded the view,
 displaying the birth of ideas and material inventions back to geological times, and urges America to
 further efforts in reconstructing this history. The Origins of Civilisation (The Scientific Monthly Oct. 1919-
 Mar. 1920) follows the steps of invention and the development of the arts throughout the early ages of
 mankind in a series of admirably illustrated discourses on the Old Stone age, the Dawn of Civilization, the
 Earliest Civilization and its Transition to Europe, Egypt and Mesopotamia having in particular formed
 the nidus of development. The Earliest Internationalism in The Semicentenary Celebration of the Founding
 of the University of California, 1868-1918; Egypt produced the first world empire with a universality of
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 thought embodied especially in the person of Akhenaton whose " monotheism was but imperialism in
 religion." Egyptians, Hittites, Assyrians and Babylonians, by diplomacy and force of arms, ever strove for
 the possession of Palestine and Syria, the bridge between Asia and Africa.
 Attention may also be drawn to PETRIE'S volume Some Sources of Human History largely dealing with
 " prehistoric" periods and furnished with references to sources.
 A work which I have not seen, SPENGLER'S Untergang des Abendlandes, the title of which sounds
 pessimistic enough as far as Europe is concerned, contains many strange statements regarding the
 philosophy and ideas of ancient Egypt. SPIEGELBERG, in a special criticism of this side of the book, con-
 cludes that the author's Egyptological equipment is too slight for his task. Agyptologische Kritik an
 Spengler's Untergang des Abendlandes (Logos ix 188).
 HALL Egypt and the external world in the time of Akhenaton (Journal vii 39) on the relations of
 Egyptian to Babylonian, Hittite and Minoan civilisations and the earliest (evanescent) appearances of the
 Aryans; the origins and influence of the monotheism of Akhenaton.
 JONDET, who discovered and charted the remains of the pre-Alexandrian harbours of Pharos, criticises
 the attribution of them by R. WEILL (Les Ports antehelleniques de la c4te d'Alexandrie) to foreigners and
 particularly to Minoan Crete. He thinks it improbable that any foreign power would have been permitted
 by Egypt to establish itself on Pharos peacefully-as was suggested by Weill-with works on so vast a
 scale; but he finds analogies in other ports on the coasts of the Levant, including of course Tyre, where a
 small island off the shore seems to have formed the starting point of a harbour, and desires careful
 investigation of the question. Bull. Soc. arch. d'Alexandrie xvII 167.
 MITRA in Prehistoric Arts and Crafts of India (University of Calcutta, Anthropological Papers, No. 1)
 suggests some early connexions with Egypt. Reviewed Ancient Egypt 1921, 59.
 ALBRIGHT in support of his theory that Menes was contemporary with Naram-sin of Babylonia, quotes
 a New York alabaster vase with inscription of NarAm-sin as fixing the position of Magan; LANGDON
 comments on the name and age of Manium in the Naram-sin record, and Prof. SAYCE opposes Albright's
 views. Menes and Naram-sin (Journal vi 295). ALBRIGHT returns to the charge in Magan, Meluha and the
 synchronism between Menes and Nar(tm-.in (Journal vii 80; for copper ore in WAdi 'Alaki in Lower Nubia
 see op. cit. 110).
 AUTRAN in Phe'niciens, Essai de contribution a l'histoire antique de la Mediterranee, develops a theory
 that "Aegean Phoenicians" were the teachers of civilisation to prehistoric Egypt: reviewed by GIUFFRIDA-
 RUGGERI, Aegyptus II 117.
 WOOLLEY has found at Carchemish a sealing of Pharaoh-Necho who was vanquished there by Nebu-
 chadnezzar in 604 B.C., Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxiv 43; in the Museum of the American University of Beirut he
 found a seal of Amenophis, and an Egyptian statue in basalt.
 LEUKEN, who has studied under Littmann and Sethe, in his dissertation Der Einfluss Agyptens auf
 Paldstina utilises especially the evidence of excavation, distinguishing the three periods Presemitic,
 Amorite, and Israelite. In the Amorite period Egyptian influence was strongest, but at no time is it
 conspicuous.
 KNIGHT'S Nile and Jordan, being the Archaeological and Historical Inter-relations between Egypt and
 Canaan, is a large compilation with bibliographical references and excellent indices.
 PATON has published the third volume (in two Parts) of his Egyptian Records of Travel in Western
 Asia, containing the Annals of Tuthmosis III elaborately edited, and an index to the three volumes, all of
 which are reviewed together by WRESZINSKI Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxIIi 269.
 NELSON in a Chicago dissertation The Battle of Megiddo, printed at Beirut in 1913 but perforce issued
 only in 1921, discusses minutely the narrative of this great event in Tuthmosis III's first campaign and
 especially its geographical conditions from personal study of the ground. The illustrations consist of twelve
 photographic views and four maps. The author, who was a pupil of Prof. Breasted, now holds an appoint-
 ment in the American University of Beirut.
 In Philistia GARSTANG has found evidence of two early crude-brick walls at Gaza, probably built under
 Egyptian domination, The Walls of Gaza (Pal. Expl. F., Qu. St. 1920, 156); see also an interesting lecture
 by PHYTHIAN-ADAMS on the History of Askalon (op. cit. 1921, 76).
 Evidence for the identification of the Yam Suph, OFFORD The Red Sea (Yam Suph) op. cit. 1920, 176.
 CAPART reviews the recent works of Gardiner, Sethe, Erman and others on the history of the Alphabet,
 especially in relation to the Sinai inscriptions. Quelques decouvertes recentes relatives a I'Histoire de l'Alphabet
 (Bulletins de la classe des Lettres of the Belgian Academy 1920, 408). SOTTAS publishes a lengthy criticism
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 of GARDINER'S results in The Egyptian Origin of the Semitic Alphabet, somewhat belated having been
 written without knowledge of other criticisms, but still interesting; Sottas considers that so far as the
 present evidence goes there is but little for which the inventors of the Sinai alphabet were indebted to
 Egypt. Une Nouvelle Theorie sur l'Origine Egyptienne de l'Alphabet Semitique (Journal Asiatique xi Ser.
 t. xvII 123). EISLER'S Die Kenitischen Weihinschriften der Hyksoszeit is reviewed by FARINA in Aegyptus
 I 373.
 PETRIE The Alphabet in the Twelfth Dynasty (Ancient Egypt 1921, 1) publishes a Middle Kingdom seal
 with four characters from Lahun and an ostracon of Dyn. XII newly fitted from fragments found at
 Kahun [the peculiar characters on which are the rare hieratic symbols of subdivisions of the Egyptian
 hekat or bushel].
 Two Carian inscriptions from Egypt have been re-published: that of the chateau d:Uriage (from
 ZagAzig) and now at Grenoble by AUTRAN Rev. Egyptologique N.S. I 190, that of the Nicholson collection
 by ROWE An Egypto-Karian bilingual stele in the Nicholson Museum of the University of Sydney (Journal
 R. Asiatic Soc. Jan. 1920, 85).
 CLERMONT-GANNEAU publishes and discusses a slab with Nabataean inscription found in 1914 on the
 surface at Tell esh-Shukaftyeh, three kilometres from Tell el-Kebir in the Wadf Tumtlat: it is dated on
 21 Pakhons of the fourth year of Ptolemy, corresponding to (lost date of an Arab king). The Ptolemy is
 probably the XIVth or XVth of the name. Les Nabateens en Egypte (Rev. de l'histoire des Religions
 LXXX 1).
 PHILOLOGY.
 SOTTAS L'tgyptologie en tant que discipline philologique (Scientia, Dec. 1920, 445) very ably characterises
 the stages of Egyptian from its earliest known form to Coptic, enumerates the aids to its understanding
 in old vocabularies, in translations into the languages of its neighbours and in transcripts into their
 writing. The degree of its relationship to Semitic or Hamitic languages is not high enough to make them
 a corner-stone in teaching it, and in fact Comparative Philology is of little service compared with a study
 of Egyptian itself in all its .stages.
 NAVILLE in his treatise L'lvolution de la langue Pgyptienne et les langues semitiques deals with writing
 as well as grammar. He takes the view that Semitic analogies are deceptive; that Egyptian being an
 African language, consisted of words of one syllable rather than of two or three: that the writing marks
 vowels: and remarks that changes in writing to demotic and to Coptic letters correspond to changes in
 language and the adoption of new dialects for literary purposes. M. NAVILLE'S views are criticised by
 RIccI M. Ed. Naville et la linguistique Egyptienne in Revue Archeologique N.S. xiII 120.
 MERCER has translated ROEDER'S excellent Short Egyptian Grammar, the original of which was
 published in 1913; it is complete in itself with sign-list, reading exercises and glossary, and forms a
 useful introduction to Egyptian.
 GARDINER writing On certain Participial Formations in Egyptian (Revue Egyptologique N.S. II 42)
 traces the origin of all the relative forms of the verb in the passive (not the active) participle; finds a
 passive form n iryt-f " before he was made" corresponding to the active n irt-f " before he made," and
 consequently traces both of these likewise to a passive participle rather than an infinitive. The form
 sdm.t-f in its various uses however may have more than one origin.
 ERMAN points out instances of omission in writing one of two similar consonants at the end of one
 word and the beginning of the next as proving that those words were closely joined in pronunciation.
 Zusamnmenziehung zweier Worte in der Aussprache (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LvI 61).
 The Berlin W6rterbuch is in MS. up to the end of *- h. Owing to the great increase in the cost of
 autograph printing, only excerpts are now made of new texts, unless they are of special importance. A hand-
 dictionary is being prepared. ERMAN Worterbuch der dgyptischen Sprache (Sitzungsb. Berlin Academy,
 1921, 133).
 SOTTAS reviews Annales du Service des Antiquites xvII fiom the philological standpoint (Revue Egypto-
 logique N.S. I 262). See also p. 212 for MONTET'S work on Sinuhe.
 FARINA proposes a good correction of the text of the "Redesiyeh " inscription of Sethos I, Aegyptus ii
 97; READ suggests an explanation of a very corrupt cartouche on a stela which commemorates a sacred
 bull of Hermonthis, A cartouche of A ugustus (Ancient Egypt 1921, 46).
 SPIEGELBERG, who is preparing an etymological dictionary of Coptic, makes valuable comparisons of
 Journ. of Egypt. Arch. vII 27
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 many Coptic words with Egyptian and dernotic in Koptische Etymologien (Sitzungsb. of Heidelberg
 Academy 1919, 27 Abhandlung); see also WIESMANN in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI 99.
 RANKE supplements his collection of Egyptian names in cuneiform: Dfidu in the Amarna letters= Eg.
 Twtw which however is not properly Egyptian but the Semitic name Da'fid belonging to a man of the
 highest rank at the court. In the titles of Ramesses II at Boghazkeui "brother of Hara or Anbara"
 refers to the god Onuris, not to Horus; Manabpiriya, Manahpiya, incidentally mentioned as grandfather
 of Amenophis IV is probably the popular form of the name of Men-hprw-rec Tuthmosis IV which might
 perhaps be written in Egyptian as *Mn-hpry. Keilschriftliches (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI 69).
 SPIEGELBERG shows that a suggestion of Humbert that the names Meri-ba'al etc. were compounded with
 the common Egyptian element mry "loving" or "beloved of" is entirely negatived by cuneiform and
 Greek renderings of this component (Zeitschr. f. alttest. Wissenschaft XXXVIII 172).
 LANGLOIS seeks the origin of Msr in the Egyptian t'-mry. Essai pour remonter d l'original 'gyptien du
 terme Semitique designant l'tgypte (Revue Eqyptologique N.S. i 148). ALBRECHT compares sby or sbsby,
 translated "snake's-skin " by Maspero in his edition of the Instruction of Amenemmes I, with Semitic
 roots. Ein dgypto-semitisches Wort fir " Schlangenhaut" (Or. Lit. Zeit. xxiv 58).
 M6LLER explains Hermotybies Hdt. II 164 as literally "spearmen" not "horsemen ": Maneros Hdt. II
 79 as probably " the Cow-herd " Manehow, who appears in a late text as lamentinlg the death of Osiris on
 a reed flute. Zu Herodots dgyptischen Geschichten (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI 76).
 SPIEGELBERG identifies aayaav, a-ayaav the name of an Egyptian ointment in Aristophanes, etc. with
 sgnn "ointment," Hermes LVI 332.
 HERBIG criticises BARENTON La langue Etrusque, dialecte de l'ancien Egyptien as an unscientific
 production.
 PALAEOGRAPHY.
 BONNET has written a popular illustrated account of Egyptian writing. Agyptisches Schrifttum, reviewed
 by WRESZINSKI (Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxIIi 271).
 Miss MURRAY discusses various forms of the herb-sign hn; shows that the symbol of Neith was not a
 shuttle but a pair of bows in a case; the 'aper is a tassel of beads attached to the ends of necklaces
 to hang down the back, and usually worn by men not women. Origins of some signs (Ancient Egypt
 1921, 35).
 MOLLER interprets the symbolism of the hieroglyphs for West and East respectively as "land of the
 Ostrich Feather" or "of the Feather-wearer," i.e. Libyan, and "hill-land of Copper" (Sinai). These,
 applying naturally to the Mareotic regions and Marmarica in the West and the Sinai mining region in the
 East, indicate that the signs were invented in Lower Egypt. Lower Egypt was therefore the region of
 highest culture at the remote period when the signs were invented. Die Zeichen fur " Westen " und " Osten "
 in der dgyptischen Hieroglyphenschrift (Sitzungsb. Berlin Acad. 1921, 298).
 The characteristics of Eighteenth Dynasty hieratic have hitherto been hardly realised owing to the
 scarcity of well-dated documents. MOLLER, to whom we already owed a magnificent palaeography of
 hieratic in three volumes now brings together the materiial dated between Amenophis I (Ebers Papyrus)
 and Ramesses II in papyri, graffiti, etc., and so establishes a series by which many other texts can be
 assigned to their true age, thereby upsetting some current attributions. Zur Datierung literarischen
 Handschriften aus der ersten Hdlfte des Neuen Reichs (Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr. LVI 34).
 RELIGION.
 Articles relating to Egypt in HASTINGS' Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics vol. xI are Saints and
 Martyrs (Egyptian) including pagan heroes, by BARTON, Salvation (Egyptian) by BLACKMAN, Scarabs by
 HALL, Sin (Egyptian) by BLACKMAN, Soul (Egyptian) by BARTON, Soul-house by PETRIE, Sphinx by BAIKIE.
 GAUTHIER Le Dieu LVubien Doudoun (Revue Agyptologique N.S. II 1) collects the material relating to
 this interesting but obscure god, ranging from the Pyramid Texts to Ptolemaic temples; he deems
 improbable the suggestion that he is identical with Tithonus.
 LANGE has published a volume of translations into Danish of religious texts, with introduction and
 explanatory index. Religiose Tekster fra det gamle Aegypten.
 KUNIKE Zur Deutung der dgyptischer Gotter (Intern. Archiv .1 Ethnographie 1918) treats the Egyptian
 gods as lunar.
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 MERCER writes on the question Was Ikchnaton a Monotheist? (Journal Soc. Oriental Research, Chicago,
 Oct. 1919). PEET summarises recent controversy as to his personality and his political and religious aims
 in the monotheistic heresy, Journ. of the iManchester Oriental Soc. ix 39, cf. Ancient Egypt 1921, 61.
 J9QUIER observes that the gods of the Ennead of Abydos, whose names are recorded by Tuthmosis I,
 correspond to the divine standards figured with the Abydos "reliquary" (but see above p. 205) in the
 temple of Sethos I. Here, as in the heb-sed festival, the standards appear to represent the cosmogonical
 powers and to be collectively emblems of re-birth rather than totems of clans or military standards.
 L'Enneade Osirienne dAAbydos et les Enseiqnes sacrees (Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. 1920, 409).
 KUENTZ in an elaborate article shows that Akhi, commonly translated " horizon " was properly the land
 of the sunrise among the mountains east of Egypt; in it dwelt Akhit-people, and apparently from it the
 god Horus was considered to have come. Later the term was applied also to the land of the sunset, and
 eventually to distant regions all round Egypt. Autour d'une conception Egyptienne meconnue: 'Akhit ou
 soi-disant horizon (Bulletin Inst. Fran9. au Caire xvII 121).
 MERCER writes on The " Eye of Horus" in the Pyramid Texts (Journal Soc. Oriental Research, Chicago,
 March 1920), reviewed Ancient Egypt 1921, 61.
 PREISIGKE, Vom g6ttlichen Fluidumn nach dgyptischer Anschauung (the first pamphlet of a series
 projected by the newly-founded Institute of Papyrology at Heidelberg). The distinguished papyrologist
 accepts Maspero's view that the god communicated to the king a divine fluid; but whereas Maspero
 identified this fluid with the sa, Preisigke would equate it with the ka. The fluid was re-absorbed by the
 god on the death of the king. Certain Graeco-Egyptian and early Christian magical practices can be
 interpreted accordingly.
 THOMAS writes on the question What is the ka? (Journal vi 265) comparing it to Ewe aklama, Ga kla
 "genius " and denying that it is a totem. Here and in The Burial Rites of West Africa in relation to
 Egypt (Ancient Egypt 1921, 7) he quotes various parallels from West Africa to Egyptian beliefs and words
 and in the latter gives a statement of the highly variable features of African burial customs, some of
 which have parallels in Indonesia, in the hope that Egyptologists may help to explain the existence of such
 parallels. A review of RoscoE's paper on the ]Worship of the Dead as practised by some African tribes
 (Uganda) which was published in Harvard African Studies vol. I suggests Egyptian parallels.
 BLACKMAN has contributed to Theology I Sept. 1920 a paper entitled An Ancient Egyptian Foretaste
 of the Doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration.
 In an elaborate essay BLACKMAN shows the considerable place which women held in temple services, as
 musicians, Hathor-maidens, and "concubines," and traces the influence of Heliopolis in this. On the
 position of women in the Ancient Egyptian Hierarchy (Journal vi 8). MACE Hathor Dances (Journal vi
 297) supplies a modern instance of women dancing with tambourines along the path to the cemetery at
 some interval after a funeral as illustrating a passage in The Tomb of Amenenmht.
 SPIEGELBERG points out that a tomb at Aphroditopolis published by Mackay was of the sacred cow of
 Hathor, identified with Isis and named Hasi, which name he recognises in a Greek papyrus under the form
 Hesis. Die Begrdbnisstaitte der heiligen Kiihe von Aphroditopolis (AtfIh) in Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxIII 258.
 WILCKEN who has been studying MARIETTE'S accounts of the excavation of the Serapeum for his new
 edition of the Serapeum papyri, has come to the conclusion that the Hellenistic Serapis was based on the
 native god, the abstraction of the dead Apises (this he will expound in his publication of the papyri), also
 that Memphis had no special temple of the Hellenistic form of Serapis, but only the one great temple of the
 Egyptian Osiris-Apis. The situation is thus: Over a mile back in the desert, opposite Memphis, lies the
 well-known Serapeum, the burial place of the Apis bulls; from it two parallel walls lead about 100 metres
 eastward to a small temple of Nectanebo and on and about these walls Mariette found a small Greek
 temple and other Greek monuments. The alley of sphinxes, a mile long, leads on to another group of
 Egyptian temples upon the edge of the desert; it was here that Mariette wrongly placed the "C Greek
 Serapeum " for which there is no warrant. The above information is derived from a long article in which
 Wilcken describes the Greek monuments found by Mariette, most of which were re-buried by the discoverer
 (and incidentally adds to the instances of the sacred " Drowned "); they appear to be Dionysiac, set up by
 the Greek colony of Memphis. Die griechische Denkmdler vom Dromos des Serapeums zu Memphis (.Jahrbuch
 d. Deutschen archdol. Inst. xxxxI 149).
 DARESSY publishes a representation on a coffin of the mythical Seth-animal having the ears of an ass
 and the name asha as in the Harris Magical Papyrus L'animal Sethien d tete d'dne (Ann. du Service xx 165).
 27-2
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 BENEDITE announces the acquisition by the Louvre of a group representing oAmmon protecting
 Tutankhamun, wearing the panther skin as well as royal insignia Comptes Renzdus de l'Acad. 1920, 174.
 LEFEBVRE shows that Heron whose name appears in Heroopolis, etc. and who is figured on monuments
 of Ptolemaic date, was the Thracian equestrian god. Le Dieu "Hpcv d'Egypte (Ann. du Service xx 237).
 PERDRIZET writes on the late bronze figures of Anubis Les representations dcAnoubis dans l'imagerie
 greco-Eqyptienne (Rev. J`gyptologique N.S. I 185).
 SCIENCE.
 The last of the unfinished treatises left by the late Sir ARMAND RUFFER was On the Physical Effects of
 Consanguineous Marriages in the Royal Families of Ancient Egypt, now published in the Proceedings of the
 Royal Society of Medicine, xII, 145; after reviewing the history of the personages concerned, Pharaonic
 and Ptolemaic, the author doubts if the effect was detrimental.
 Minute examination of 121 skulls from the southern cemeteries (Prehistoric-Protohistoric), and of 59
 from the northern cemeteries (C-group and Middle Kingdom), excavated by Junker at El-Kubanieh north
 of the First Cataract, TOLDT Anthropologische Untersuchung der Menschliche Uberreste aus den altigyptischen
 Graberfeldern von El-Kubanieh (Denkschriften of the Vienna Academy, Mathem.-Naturwissenschaftl. Kl.
 96 Bd. 1919). There is no considerable admixture of negro characteristics in any of the remains.
 Dr ARVANITAKIS offers a new interpretation of the historical "bull's blood " as a poison, suggested by an
 ingredient employed by Egyptian women when attempting to poison their husbands. Le Suicide de
 Psammenite in Bull. de l'Institut d'lgypte II 9.
 RANKE reviewing WRESZINSKI'S Der Papyrus Ebers, I Theil, Umschrift, urges the need for completing
 the edition of this famous medical papyrus of which no trustworthy account exists. (Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxiv 92.)
 The cereals of Ancient Egypt are mainly of three kinds, (1) bote= Triticum dicoccum, a variety of spelt
 known in Germany as Emmerkorn, (2) swo= wheat, T. turgidumz and T. durum, (3) y6t= barley, lordeum
 hexastichum and H. vulgare. Of these barley occurs in predynastic graves, but b6te seems to date first from
 the Old Kingdom, becoming at once the principal bread-cereal. Cultivated barley may have been developed
 from a wild native, but the spelt and wheat came from the East. SCHULZ Die Getreide der Alten Agypter
 and Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der Geschichte der Spelzweizen im Altertum (Abh. d. Naturforschenden Gesells. zu
 Halle N.F. Nos. 5, 6 1916, 1918). The same authority in November and December 1916 published in
 detail the results of examining specimens, dated and otherwise, of ancient Egyptian wheat, barley and spelt.
 Berichte der deutschen botanischen Gesells. xxxiv: p. 601 Uber die Nacktweizen der alten Agypter, p. 607 Uber
 die nackte und die beschalte Saatgerste der alten Agypter, p. 697 Der Emtner des alten Agyptens. All of
 these papers appear to be of high scientific value.
 MOLLER reproduces a small object bearing the name of Merenptah from the plates of Macalister's
 Gezer II 331, recognising in it a portable sun-dial, the first to be noted of Pharaonic age. (Zeitschr. f. dg.
 Spr. LVI 101).
 LITERATURE.
 A Leyden papyrus, GARDINER'S The Admonitions of an Egyptian sage, is utilised by FARINA who
 translates large portions of it as depicting the results of a revolution between the Sixth and the Twelfth
 Dynasty, Rivolgimenti politici nell' antico Egitto (Aegyptus II 3); Erman's recent work upon it Die Mahn-
 worte is reviewed by WIEDEMANN (Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxIIi 210).
 MONTET Sur quelques passages des me'moires de Sinouhit (Revue Egyptologique N.S. II 56) translates
 B. 89-91 " people snared for me and planted for me, apart from what my hunting-dogs caught," B. 264-265
 " Behold Sinuhe who is come as an 'Aam, the boomerang-thrower of the Setiu-people," with interesting
 remarks on the sign of the throw-stick and on abbreviated writings and the values of signs; and argues
 that there is nothing foreign to Egypt and nothing typically Syrian, in the description of the Syrian life of
 Sinuhe.
 MOLLER contributes to a treatise on the history and origin of the parable of Lazarus, a new translation
 of a very fragmentary parallel in the Second Story of Sethon Khamois on a papyrus of the first century A.D.;
 utilising a brilliant suggestion which the late Sir G. MASPERO made in his Contes populaires, Moller finds
 the Lazarus-story associated in the papyrus with that of the hardworking Ocnus and his extravagant wife,
 apparently borrowed from a Greek source. He also provides some remarkable illustrations of the episodes
 from late Egyptian monuments. GRESSMANN Vom reichen Mann und armen Lazarus (Abh. Berlin
 Acad. 1918).
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 LAW.
 For an important work on suretyship, see above p. 206.
 MOLLER Das A tzeichen des Oberrichters in der Spatzeit (Zeitschr. f. iq. Spr. LVI 67). Aelian and Diodorus
 agree with late Egyptian texts and sculptures in proving that the badge of the Chief Justice was a figure
 of the goddess of Truth hung from the neck, its material oa-aroaepos being lapis-lazuli. This leads to a
 correction of the reading in a fragmentary passage of the Gnomon.
 SCHUBART Rom und die Agypter nach dem Gnomon des Idios Logos (Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr. LVI 80). The
 Idios Logos was a department concerned with fines and confiscations; Augustus drew up a Gnomon or
 imperial regulations for its guidance, and a papyrus recently published by Schubart, dating from about
 150 A.D., contained about 120 paragraphs representing so many extracts from the complete Gnomon.
 Schubart here gives those items which are of special interest to Egyptologists-chiefly concerning the
 intermarriage of different grades or nationalities, Romans, Greeks and Egyptians, and those regarding the
 priesthood and religious rites.
 ARCHAEOLOGY.
 Professor PETRIE has published a volume entitled Prehistoric Egypt, illustrated by over 1000 objects in
 University College, London, a wonderful gathering of objects and designs, carved figures, stone vases, mace
 heads, etc. etc. including any natural descendants in the Protodynastic age, all carefully classified, with
 summary descriptions. The published graves of the prehistoric ages in Egypt and in Nubia are here so far
 as possible all attributed to their proper positions in the sequence scale. PETRIE distinguishes and
 characterises two successive civilisations occupying the country, followed by a break up and gradual
 occupation of Egypt by the dynastic race, the prehistoric civilisations extending over a period of several
 thousand years. The flint work alone is excluded from consideration in this volume, and a series of
 plates of types of pottery and slate palettes is to be issued separately.
 The issue of a bulky third livraison of JiQUIER'S L'Architecture et la Decoration dans l'Ancienne Jgypte,
 completes the first volume, having the sub-title Des sanctuaires primitifs aux temples de la xvImIe dynastie.
 It now consists of eighty magnificent plates, photographic and drawn, of plans and architectural detail,
 with a brief but luminous introduction.
 KEES publishes and studies scenes from tombs of the Old Kingdom at Hieraconpolis, Hemamieh and
 other places with the view of determining how far local schools of sculpture can be said to have existed
 then. In the Fifth Dynasty the local work is practically identical with that of Memphis; in the Sixth
 Dynasty a moderate degree of independence can be detected. Sttdien zur aegyptischen Provinzialkunst,
 reviewed by WRESZINSKI Or. Lit.-Zeit. xxiv 160.
 In the Catalogue of the Cairo Museum, Naos by ROEDER, though dated in 1914 appears to have been
 issued quite recently. It is a very elaborate publication of no less than fifty shrines.
 The Leyden Museum has issued a further volume of its fine coffins of the New Kingdom Mumiensdrge
 des Neuen Reiches, ivte Serie, containing photographs of the coffin of Ankhefenkhons, a priest of Ammon,
 two coffins of Pnahsi priest of Ammon and two of a woman Tchoiri (" the Syrian ") of about Dyn. XXI.
 Rough drawings of all but the last pair were published by LEEMANS in the old series, and are useful but
 give no idea of the fineness of the work. RANKE has reviewed the Second and Third Series in Or. Lit.-Zeit.
 XXiv 126.
 Fraiilein FECHHEIMER, who in 1914 published a selection of photographs of Egyptian sculpture Die
 Plastik der Agypter, has produced a companion volume illustrating minor work, Kleinplastik der Agypter,
 containing 128 plates of statuettes etc., largely taken from the Berlin collection, in various stones, wood,
 bronze and fayence, with an introduction in which are quoted new translations of important texts by
 Erman, Sethe and others.
 Lahun I, the Treasure, by Guy BRUNTON describes the tombs and pits inside the enclosure of the Lahun
 Pyramid of Sesostris II, all on its S.W. edge, and publishes the wonderful jewellery of a princess, now
 divided between Cairo and the New York Metropolitan Museum. This was extracted by Mr Brunton from
 the hard mud with the utmost patience. The observations made at the time and the care and ingenuity
 expended upon its restoration by Professor Petrie and by Mr Mace and Mr Winlock at New York have
 made this find of the highest importance in the history of Egyptian personal ornaments.
 A valuable paper by FORSDYKE on bronze and iron arrowheads said to have been found at Marathon,
 including the discussion of types found in Egypt, is printed in Proceedings of Soc. of Antiquaries 1920,146.
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 A bronze axe " at Tell el-'Amarna " and a copper axe " from the tomb of Nekht, superintendent of soldiers
 under Rameses III, found at Kurnah," both formerly in the Greenwell collection and now in the British
 Museum, are illustrated in a volume entitled Charles Hercules Read, a Tribute and a Record offered to
 Sir Hercules Read by his friends on his retirement from the Keepership of the Department of British and
 Mediaeval Antiquities. A number of limestone models of early Ptolemaic helmets from Memphis, with a
 bronze cap from Egypt in Berlin, are published by SCHRODER Agyptische Helmmodelle (Archdologische
 Anzeiger 1920, 3).
 In various journals the following articles on archaeological subjects occur:
 Journal of Egyptian Archaeology. vI 224, CAPART Some Remarks on the Sheikh el-Beled, shows that two
 types of statues of the deceased might be deposited in important early tombs, the one without wig and
 wearing a long tunic, the other with wig and loin cloth; analogy and documents seem to prove that the
 Shekh el-Beled and a corresponding wooden torso of the second type both represent "the chief lector
 Ka-'aper" of Dyn. IV and that they were accompanied by a wooden statue representing his wife; all three
 are still in the s n Cairo Museum. v 1, DAVIES Mural Paiings in the City of Akhetaten discusses the
 remnants found in 1891-2 by PETRIE and catalogues the fragments brought away: the paper is illustrated
 by a charming drawing-the work of Mrs Davies-of the group of two little princesses in the Ashmolean
 Museum at Oxford, a restoration of the family scene of which it formed part (comprising not less than five
 of these princesses and therefore belonging to a late date in the reign of Akhenaton) together with outline
 drawings of most of the fragments. vII 31, CAPART, The Mempihite Tomb of King Haremhab publishes for
 the first time several finely sculptured slabs in Bologna (one of which fits a slab recently acquired by the
 Berlin Museum) anld almost conclusively proves that they came from this tomb; these newly identified
 portions include the well-known unique representation of a horse with rider; a scene of Harenlhab at work
 along with servants in the mythical Fields of Yaru gives rise to some interesting remarks. vii 36, MACE
 A Group of hitherto unpublished Scarabs in the Metropolitan Museum New York publishes thirty scarabs of
 private persons, Hyksos kings and the queen Shpenwopi (Shepenupet).
 Ancient Egypt. 1921, 4, MACE The Lahun caskets as reconstructed at New York, from the famous find
 of jewellery. 1921, 13, PETRIE A negro captive in bronze, perhaps intended to decorate a royal footstool, in
 the Museum of the New York Historical Society, reproduced from Mrs Williams' account. 1921, 39, MACKAY
 Theban Borders of Lotus and Grapes, a classification of examples of this mnotif in New Empire tombs from
 Tuthmosis IV to Horemhab. 1921, 42, GARDNER A Head of a Barbarian from Egypt Hellenistic, of marble,
 probably of a Germanic soldier, much battered, but showing peculiar form of head and moustache. 1921,
 51, review of BTES, Ancient gytia ising. 1921, 53, review of PAGENSTECHER Die Griechisch-Agyptische
 Sammlung Ernst von Sieglin, and Nekropolis, Untersuchung iiber Gestalt und Entwickelung der Alexan-
 drinischen Grabanlagen. 1921, 62, review of LYTHGOE Statues of the goddess Sekhmet.
 Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museunm, New York, July 1920 Second Part, The Egyptian Expedition
 1916-1919 DAVIES The work of the Tytus Memorial Fund (copying Theban private tombs) illustrated by
 remarkable examples of free drawing of animals, etc., especially from the tomb of Apy (no. 217), showing
 that the effect of the break with tradition marked by the Tell el-'Amarna heresy survived into the
 beginning of Dyn. XIX. N. Y. Historical Society, Quarterly Bulletin iv 67, Mrs C. R. WILLIAMs An
 Egyptian Chair in the Anderson Collection of the early part of Dyn. XVIII, bought in Thebes 1847-1848,
 figured with careful description. iv 91, Mrs C. R. WILLIAMS An Egyptian sketch on limestone, photograph of
 an ostracon in the Abbott collection, representing a humanised rat obsequiously attending a cat.
 Berliner Museen. Berichte aus den Preussischen Kunstsamnmlungen. XLII 15, SCHAFER Ein Griechisch-
 Agyptisches Relief publishes a slab of beautiful relief work influenced by Greek art showing a man, woman
 and child bringing offerings including Greek garlands [evidently from the Derwah tomb, above p. 205].
 Zeitschrift fur Agyptische Sprache. LVI 96 STEINDORFF Eine Statque der Friihzeit a very primitive statue
 in limestone of a man seated on a stool, from Abusir near the Pyramids, unfortunately without inscription,
 probably the earliest known in "Egyptian " style, and attributed to Dyn. II. The eyes have been inlaid.
 Orientalistische Liter aturzeitung. xxiv'124 review by WRESZINSKI of SCHAFER Von Aqyptischer Kunst.
 Annales du Service des Antiquites de 'E,qypte. xx 8, DARESSY Les statues Ramessides d grosse perruque
 enumerates the statues with thick wigs cut square in front, in three classes-with two standards, with one
 standard, and with various attributes. Daressy shows that the type apparently began under Amenophis III
 and ceased in Dyn. XX, and that there is no reason whatever for attributing any instance to the Middle
 Kingdom.
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 Jahrbuch der Schifbautechnischen Gesellschaft (Berlin) xx (1919) 187. BUSLEY Schife des Altertums,
 paper with discussion following, giving a detailed account of Egyptian boats in Old Kingdom and New
 Kingdom, with many illustrations.
 Two sale-catalogues of Egyptian antiquities were issued in 1920 by Messrs Sotheby and Wilkinson-
 on 13-17th June the sale of the important Amherst Collection (including the collections of Dr Lee of
 Hartwell House, Dr Lieder, etc.) with illustrations; on May 23-24 Egyptian antiquities from various
 sources.
 PERSONAL.
 The sad death in 1920 of Boris TURAEFF is the subject of a paragraph in the Journal vii 109. He was
 a pioneer in Russia of the study of Oriental history and of the Egyptian and Coptic languages, and
 succeeded in forming a school of young students both in Egyptology and Assyriology which was only
 dispersed by the Bolshevist extermination of science and learning. Let us hope that the seed sown by
 Turaeff will bear fruit again in the happier days which must eventually come to Russia.
 The name of Jesse HAWORTH will long be remembered in Manchester as that of a generous supporter
 of Egyptology, as of many other good causes. Mr Haworth's gifts to the Ashmolean Museum and Bodleian
 Library at Oxford and to the British Museum were also very important. Miss CROMPTON, curator of the
 Egyptian collections in the Manchester Museum, has described the large share which he took in supporting
 the early work of Flinders Petrie, Jesse Haworth, First President of the Manchester Egyptian Association
 (with portrait) in Journal of the Manchester Egyptian and Oriental Society, ix 49.
 The last volume of the Zeitschrift fiir Aegyptische Sprache (vol. LVI) marks the twenty-fifth year of
 Professor STEINDORFF'S work as editor of that admirable periodical. Professor ERMAN, as a former co-editor,
 and the publisher unite in a foreword of appreciation, An Georg Steindorf.
 Recent additions to the Bibliotheque Egyptologique are E. LEF1BURE (Euvres Diverses tome III (1915)
 containing published work from 1896 to 1900 and two new essays L'Aruspicine and Le Chant du cygne;
 G. MASPERO Etudes de Mythologie et dcArcheologie ggyptiennes t. vIII (1916)-work dating between 1901
 and 1908; E. de ROUG-i (Euvres diverses t. vi (1918) from 1864 to his death in 1872, including the posthu-
 mously printed essay on the origin of the Phoenician alphabet, the MS. of which dates from 1859.
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